Timelines have been used for centuries and have become more and more widely used with the development of social media in recent years. Every day, various smart phones and other instruments on the internet of things generate massive data related to time. Most of these data can be managed in the way of timelines. However, it is still a challenge to effectively and efficiently store, query, and process big timeline data, especially the instant recommendation based on timeline similarities. Most existing studies have focused on indexing spatial and interval datasets rather than the timeline dataset. In addition, many of them are designed for a centralized system. A timeline index structure adapting to parallel and distributed computation framework is in urgent need. In this research, we have defined the timeline similarity query and developed a novel timeline index in the distributed system, called the Distributed Triangle Increment Tree (DTI-Tree), to support the similarity query. The DTI-Tree consists of one T-Tree and one or more TI-Trees based on a triangle increment partition strategy with the Apache Spark. Furthermore, we have provided an open source timeline benchmark data generator, named TimelineGenerator, to generate various timeline test datasets for different conditions. The experiments for DTI-Tree's construction, insertion, deletion, and similarity queries have been executed on a cluster with two benchmark datasets that are generated by TimelineGenerator. The experimental results show that the DTI-tree provides an effective and efficient distributed index solution to big timeline data.
Introduction
Timelines have been used for hundreds of years to represent sequences of interval events that may be biographies, historical summaries, or project plans. Most of them are often distilled as timelines to tell a story [1] . In recent years, almost every social media platform has a timeline tool, such as Facebook, Twitter, and Tencent. A large amount of data involving time is generated by their users' devices especially smart phones on an unprecedented scale and speed. Those datasets can be organized by timelines for visualization and analysis. Every user can see clearly his or her friends' activities displaying in their timelines. This is the common usage in social media platform. Another potential usage is to apply timeline similarities for friends, activities, or some products recommendation. All kinds of the usages of timelines need a powerful timeline index on a distributed platform.
A timeline describes a series of interval event data, which is to be different from continuous quantitative time-series data [1] , as shown in Figure 1 . The time series data are often sensor-making, for example, some monitoring values. There are a lot of excellent researches that are focused on indexing massive time series or data series [2] [3] [4] [5] . Most of them are based on the Symbolic Aggregate In addition, the data volume of the timelines mainly concentrates on their labels and attachment data. The labels indicate the type of intervals that are contained by the timeline. The data is an attachment of the labeled interval. The data may be text, image, or some other row binary data. As demonstrated in Figure 2 , China, Japan, and Korea are long period historical timelines. Timelines can also be short. As shown in Figure 3 , T1, T2, and T3 are daily timelines for worker, researcher, and pupil, respectively. A timeline often indicates the types of events being represented, the number of events, the chronological time when they occurred in, the order in which they occurred, how long they lasted, and whether any of them met or overlapped. For instance, suppose that the timeline S in Figure 3 represents a standard healthy daily timeline. We want to know which timeline in the tree timelines of T1, T2, and T3 is the most like S. Perhaps we can tell the result is T3 at a glance, because there are more overlaps with same labels between S and T3. However, such manual comparison will be hard to accomplish while the dataset is large. Hence, we defined a timeline similarity function that is shown in next section to evaluate it. Not only the storage of big timeline dataset but also the similarity query of timelines requires effective and efficient access methods. However, none of the existing special index structures have dealt with such methods yet. An alternative approach is to transform the timelines into intervals and then use interval indices. An interval stores a value that represents a span of measurement, such as time, distance, and temperature. Generally, it can be represented by two attributes: start value and end value. Interval is a fundamental data type for temporal, spatial, and scientific databases that are essential to solve the problem of representing temporal knowledge and reasoning arising in a wide range of disciplines [6] [7] [8] [9] , especially in computer science and geoinformatics [10, 11] . Since the 1990s, research on interval data management has made significant progress in various aspects and many remarkable results have been reported, however, many challenges in this filed still remain [8, 9, 12, 13] . According to the reference [8] , the existing interval indexes, including the Time Index [14] , Segment R-tree [15] , PR-tree [16] , Interval B-Tree [17] , Snapshot index [18] , Fully Persistent B + -tree [19, 20] , RI-tree [21, 22] , TD-Tree [8] , TB-Tree [9] , and the SHB + -tree [23] , etc. can be categorized into four groups [8] . Most existing interval index methods are extensions of traditional B + -tree [24, 25] or R-tree [26] . In general, the tree-like index structures are a kind of centralized data structure. They are hierarchical and are not efficient for parallel implementations due to high concurrency control cost [9, 27, 28] . How to transform the tree-like structure into linear structure effectively and efficiently is one of the key solutions to this problem. Another noteworthy issue is that most space partitioning indexes, such as TD-Tree and TB-Tree, often have a predefined space region for the root node. It limits the scalability to indexing dynamic interval data set.
However, the timeline data are extremely large when all of them are converted into intervals with labels, and the data processing needs more computation, where it exceeds the capacity of traditional centralized technologies that are mentioned above. Some efforts have been performed to handle large-scale data. MapReduce [29] and MapReduce-Merge are two useful programming paradigms to handle large-scale data. Hadoop GIS [30] , SpatialHadoop [28] , and ST-Hadoop [31] were proposed to adapt the traditional spatial index structure, such as Quad-Trees and R-trees for MapReduce environments. The main drawback of these methods is that a large number of I/O disks is involved due to MapReduce's requirement in reloading data from disk in each job. Apache Spark (https://spark.apache.org/) succeed in dealing with the limitation by introducing a resilient distributed dataset (RDD). GeoSpark [32] and SparkGIS [33] were proposed to adapt the traditional spatial index structure for Apache Spark environments. In addition, some trajectory indices, for instance, the distributed R-tree [34] based spark were proposed recently. Di3 [35] is reported to be the first comprehensive indexing framework for interval-based next generation sequence (NGS) data. The Di3 is mainly a chromosome-level parallelism index that is based on B + -Tree, and its future work is to support Apache Spark and Hadoop for specialized indexing on very large datasets. Furthermore, it refers to indexing NGS data rather than timelines.
We present the "Distributed Triangle Increment Tree" (DTI-Tree) access method that is based on Apache Spark to index timeline datasets in this paper. In contrast to the above-mentioned tree-like index structures for interval data, this method is scalable and can efficiently answer all of the 15 interval relationships queries proposed in our previous work [9] . In addition, it also has the ability to index timeline datasets based on the interval-based representation of timelines. Our contributions in this paper are summarized below:
The triangle increment partition strategy (TIPS) is proposed to support the representation and partition of the interval dataset for indexing timeline datasets.
2.
The DTI-Tree based on TIPS is proposed to effectively and efficiently index timelines. DTI-Tree is a novel indexing method for interval-based discrete timelines similarity query based on Apache Spark.
3.
The evaluation function of timeline similarity has been presented and the timeline similarity query has been implemented by the supporting of the DTI-Tree.
4.
An open source timeline test dataset generator named TimelineGenerator is developed. It can generate various timeline test datasets for different conditions, and may provide some benchmark timeline datasets for the future research.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the next section is about the representation of interval and timeline. In Section 3, we describe the DTI-Tree indexing algorithms for interval data. Section 4 documents the algorithm, experiment, and analysis of the results using the improved method. Finally, we present our conclusion in Section 5.
Timeline's Representation and Similarity Function
A timeline composed of a sequence of interval event data. Therefore, a timeline is a set of intervals with labels. Consider the timeline China in Figure 2 ; it is made up of three intervals: I1 = [1279, 1368] , and the label is Yuan dynasty, and the attachment data is a historical e-book of Yuan dynasty. I2 = [1368, 1644] , and the label is Ming dynasty, and the attachment data a historical e-book of Ming dynasty. I3 = [1644, 1911] , and the label is Qing dynasty, and the attachment data a historical e-book of Qing dynasty.
Generally, a timeline can be represented as follow:
in which T is a timeline, k + 1 is the number of intervals in timeline T. ID is the identifier of the timeline T. Ij is an interval, Lj is a label, Dj is an attachment data of the interval, <Ij, Lj, Dj> is a three-dimensional tuple, and 0 ≤ j ≤ k.
An interval represents a range of values. In general, each interval in a timeline can be described in a uniform:
in which I Max is the maximum value of the intervals, I Min is the minimum value of the intervals, T id is the identifier of the timeline that the interval belongs to, I id is the identifier of the interval, here it is the order in a timeline, I s is the starting of interval, I e is the ending of interval, I t is the type of the interval, I l is the label of the interval, and I d is the attachment data of the interval shown in Table 1 . If an interval represents a two-dimensional (2D) point value, its type must be IT_CLOSED, and I s = I e . An interval can be described as a point in a 2D plane, as shown in Figure 4 [9] . The axis S is the starting value of the interval, and axis E is the ending value of the interval. Because I e is always larger than or equal to I s , the region below the line NP is always empty in the two-dimensional space. This offers the possibility for reducing the query computation by skipping the empty region. Our previous work [9] described 15 distinct algebra relationships between two intervals. Each of the 15 interval algebra relationships can be represented as a point, line, and region in the 2D space. If the universal interval is [I s , I e ], and the input interval of a query is [Q s , Q e ], we can represent the relationships of two interval objects in two-dimensional space, as defined in Table 2 . Theoretically, every query of timeline can be transformed into a set of interval operators [9] . For example, assume that we want to find the timeline which is most like the timeline S in Figure 3 , and we employ the summary of the overlaps with same labels of the intervals to evaluate the similarity. The bigger the overlaps of same labels are, the more similar they are. Given a timeline T, the similarity between T and S can be calculated by the formula (in the form of functional programming):
Here, the function cartesian converts the timelines T and S into two intervals sets and calculates the cartesian product of the two interval sets. The result of the function cartesian is a pair set of intervals. The function filter filters out all the pairs whose L T (Label of an interval in T) is not equal L S (Label of an interval in S). The result is also a pair set of intervals, except that the two intervals in a pair have same labels. The function map calls the interval operator overlaps to calculate the overlap value of each pair of intervals. At last, the function reduce adds all of the overlap values to a number and return the result. The common functions for timeline and interval operations are listed in Table 3 . All the timeline queries are based on the functions and the interval operators listed in Table 2 . Hence, the key is how to manager interval data and to provide effective and efficient interval query method. intervalize convert a timeline into a set of intervals min returns the minimum element from this set as defined by the specified comparator. map returns a new set by applying a function to all elements of this set. max returns the maximum element from this set as defined by the specified comparator.
reduce reduces the elements of this set using the specified commutative and associative binary operator. similarity calculate the similarity of two timelines.
Distributed Triangle Increment Tree (DTI-Tree)
As mentioned above, a timeline query can be transformed into the computation of interval sets. When the timeline data become larger, the size of interval data will also increase rapidly. We intend to manage the big interval data on a Distributed Triangle Increment Tree, called DTI-Tree, to share the computation capacity between the machines on a Spark cluster shown in Figure 6 . The DTI-Tree is an interval-based index supporting a data partition strategy named triangle increment tree method. It composes of two parts. Part one is a global index, called T-Tree, running on the master node. The master node is the computer on which the Spark master, the Hadoop Name Node and the driver programs execute. The global index is the external user interface that only managers some triangles.
Part two is a lot of Triangle Increment Tree (TI-Tree) running on a slave node. A TI-Tree is a local index structure indexing all the interval points located in the triangle corresponding to one of the triangles in the global index. We employ the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) to store the index data. 
The Strategy of Partition
To manage interval data, we convert the interval object into a two-dimensional (2D) point in a 2D plane, as shown in Figure 4 , and assume that all the interval points are in the basic triangle OEM shown in Figure 7a . The line OM is a segment in line NP shown in Figure 4 . For the convenience of computing, we make OEM to be an isosceles right-angled triangle. To construct a binary tree indexing data objects, a recursive decomposition of the triangle is implemented. If the maximum number of interval points that a leaf triangle can contain is N = 2, then it is a recursive binary decomposition that all the leaf triangles will be decomposed recursively until each number of the interval points in a leaf triangle is less than N. Then, the decomposition will construct a binary tree shown in Figure 7b . This is the partition strategy that TD-Tree [8] used, we called it TD-tree's partition strategy (TDPS). The TDPS leads to a limitation that the range of interval dataset must be evaluated before index creation. That is, the minimum and maximum values of the original intervals should be known. It is easy for a small and static dataset, but not for a big or dynamic dataset. A tentative solution is to give a range that is as large as possible. However, it will result in another problem that the TD-Tree's node identifier may overflow. Because the identifier is an integer that is represented by a binary string, the length of the binary string may be larger than 32 bits or 64 bits when the data set is very large. It is no longer easy to use an integer to represent a node's identifier. All the benefits of using an integer as an identifier will disappear.
Hence, we design a partition strategy, called triangle increment partition strategy (TIPS), which is extended from TDPS. The only difference between TIPS and TDPS is that the root triangle area can be increased when the inserting interval point is out of the scope of the root triangle in the TIPS, while the TDPS cannot. That is, the TIPS compose of a triangle increment process and a decomposition process. The decomposition process is the same as the TDPS when the inserting interval points are in the root triangle.
Here, we only show that increment process. The process consists of a left extension procedure and a right extension. Assume that there is an isosceles right-angled triangle ABC called initial triangle or root triangle, and BC is always on the line NP (Figure 4) . If there is an interval point located at the left of line AB, the left extension of ABC will be executed and results in a new isosceles right-angle root triangle GKC, as shown in Figure 8a . If there is a point located above the line AC, then the right extension of ABC will be carried out and it will result in a new isosceles right-angle root triangle DBE, as shown in Figure 8b . The TIPS is the basic ideas of the indexing method, TI-Tree, used as local index on slave node presented in this paper. The TIPS algorithm shown in Algorithm 1. read the root node from disk; 2.
if (root._triangle contains pi) return root; 3.
if (pi is located at the left of line AB) executes left extension shown in Figure 8a ; else executes right extension shown in Figure 8b while (root. _triangle does not contain pi) call Algorithm 1 recursively; 5.
return root; }
The Structure of DTI-Tree
The intervals of a timeline are stored on a TI-Tree. They consist of some objects [T id , I id , I s , I e , I t ], where [I s , I e ] is the spatial location on a 2D plane (Figure 7a) , defined by the start value and the end value of the data. Each object belongs to a triangle partition, as shown in Figure 7a . The DTI-Tree is a combination of T-Tree and TI-Trees that are processed by each slave node in the cluster. Let M be the master node and have n slave nodes. Each slave node is recorded as S i and i ∈ [0, n − 1]. Each slave node has one or K TI-Trees. They may be recorded as
Therefore,
For example, if the data in triangle OEM (Figure 7a ) are stored in two slaves, then the dataset will be partitioned into two parts, triangle OKE and EKM. One T-Tree will be constructed in the master node, and Tow TI-Trees, TI-Tree1 (OKE) and TI-Tree2 (EKM) will be constructed in slave 1 and slave 2, as shown in Figure 9 . Because the' TI-Tree is a virtual binary tree without non-leaf nodes, all of the leaf nodes with codes (The triangle codes are in Figure 7a ) in a TI-Trees form a linear leaf node list. Each triangle contains one or more interval points, which are parts of a timeline storing in HDFS. DTI-Tree has five layers: master, slave, leaves, intervals, and timelines, as shown in Figure 9 . A timeline is possible to be partitioned to two or more slaves, for example, the timeline T1 in the Figure 9 has two partitions, one is in the slave1, and the other is in the slave 2. The following are the construction, maintenance, and query of DTI-Tree. 
The Construction of DTI-Tree
The DTI-Tree construction is carried out by the Spark cluster. The DTI-Tree could be built in three phases: data partition, T-Tree construction and TI-Trees construction. The first phase is collaboratively executed in parallel in the Spark cluster, and the other two phases are separately executed on the slaves.
According to Equation (4), a DTI-Tree has a global index, T-Tree, in the master node, and a series of TI-Trees in n slave nodes. Assume that TD is a timeline data set, the total number of timeline objects is TN, T t is a timeline in TD and t ∈ [0, TN − 1]. The first step of the data partition is to load the timeline data set from HDFS and to call the function flapMap in Table 3 to execute a mapping from timeline data set to interval data set IDS. Then, we get the minimum and maximum values of the interval data set IDS from the interval Spark Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD) by calling the functions max and min in Table 3 . A root triangle of the T-Tree will be set up on the base of the minimum value and maximum value by the algorithm that is presented in [9] . The root triangle will be partitioned into n sub triangles by the partition strategy that is mentioned in Section 3.1. Each sub triangle is related to a slave node. The last step is to call the function groupBy listed in Table 3 to form n groups according to the interval point location in a certain sub triangle. The main construction process is shown in Figure 10 . The second phase is the construction of T-Tree according to the sub triangles. Its construction is simple because the T-Tree is an absolute binary search tree. The last phase is the constructions of TI-Trees. The TI-Tree is an extension of the TD-Tree's [8] . They share almost all the algorithms except the construction methods. The Algorithm 2 shows the process for constructing TI-Trees. The partition strategy that is used by the construction may result in skewing due to the unbalanced distribution of the interval points. A distributed index has a good balance when the standard deviation σ ≤ 1% [35] . The Equations (5) and (6) calculate the standard deviation by calling the function count to return the number of interval points in slave S i . If the standard deviation σ is larger than the threshold given, the slave that has the maximum value of count(S i ) should be partitioned into two parts, reconstruct two TI-Trees in the same slave node, and inform the T-Tree in the master node to adjust tree. The Algorithm 3 shows the construction method of the DTI-Tree.
Algorithm 3: DTI-Tree construction shown in Figure 10 Input: TD: a timeline data set; Output: DTI-Tree { 1. IDS= flapMap(TD); //convert timeline set into interval set. 2. initialize and recursively binary split the root triangle by TIPS until the number of the leaf node triangle is equal to the number of all the slaves SN in the cluster; 3. call the function groupBy to split IDS into SN groups according to the leaf nodes' triangles generated in Step 2; 4. executes load balance evaluation and avoid adjustment after construction; 5. for each group, call Algorithm 2 to construct TI-Tree on the corresponding slave; }
The Update of DTI-Tree
After the construction of DTI-Tree, a new timeline may be inserted into the index and an existing timeline may be deleted from the index. To insert a new timeline, we select the minimum triangle that contains all the interval points of the timeline. If the minimum triangle is a slave root triangle, let the corresponding TI-Tree insert all the interval points of the timeline. If the minimum triangle contains several slave root triangles, divide the timeline and let the corresponding TI-Trees insert the partitioned interval points, respectively. The Algorithm 4 summaries the process of the insertion method.
Algorithm 4: DTI-Tree insertion
Input: T: a timeline; Output: DTI-Tree { 1. call the function intervalize listed in Table 3 to get a set of interval points IPS; 2. select the minimum triangle minTri which contains IPS; 3. get the slaves whose root triangle is intersected with minTri; 4. if (the number of slaves is equal 1) let the corresponding TI-Tree insert all the interval points of the timeline else divide the IPS into several parts; let the corresponding TI-Tree insert each part. }
The Timeline Similarity Query of DTI-Tree
In this section, we discuss the query algorithm of timeline similarity as an example. The similarity between two timelines are defined in Equation (1) . All the operations of DTI-Tree depend on interval set operations. Hence, the first step is to convert the timeline T into an interval set Q using the function intervalize that is listed in Table 3 . Then, the overlaps query region of each interval in Q is calculated by the method that is presented in the reference [9] . Theoretically, we should make a query for each rectangle. But, this results in a lot of repetitive computations and network IO times. Consequently, we combine the resulting rectangles into a rectangle R. Although it broadens the range of the query in some degree, it can significantly reduce network IO times. The next step is to find all of the slave root triangles overlapping with R. Let the TI-Tree in each corresponding slave run overlap query [9] and return all of the interval points in the rectangle R. Group these interval points by the timeline ID and form some local partial timelines. Calculate the partial similarity between each local partial timeline and the timeline T and return the results to the master. All of the partial similarity values received by the master are grouped by the timeline ID, and the similarity of each complete timeline and T is obtained using the function reduce that listed in Table 3 . At last, the timeline ID with the maximum similarity value will be returned. The Algorithm 5 summaries the process of the similarity query method and Figure 11 shows the main steps. Algorithm 5: DTI-Tree similarity query shown in Figure 11 Input: T: a timeline; Output: the most similar timeline to T { 1. call the function intervalize to get a set of interval points Q = {Q 0 , Q 1 , . . . , Q k , . . . , Q m }; 2. calculate the overlap query region of Q k , noted as R k ; R = R 0 ∪ R 1 , . . . , ∪ R k , . . . , ∪ R m ; 3. find all the slave root triangles which overlaps R by the T-Tree in the master node, the result is {RTi}. RT i is the root triangle of the TI-Tree i on the slave node S i . 4. find all the interval points P i in the rectangle R by the TI-Tree i on the slave S i separately; 5. execute P i .groupBy(timeline ID) on the slave S i separately, and the result is some partial timelines PT i ={PT ij }; 6. execute similarity (T, PT ij ) and send the result that are some partial similarity values PSV i to the master; 7. combine all the partial similarity values {PSV ij } on the master node, here i is a slave identifier and j is a timeline identifier; 8. return the result of {PSV ij }. reduceBy(j). max (); }
Experimental Evaluation
In order to verify the algorithm proposed in this paper, we performed an experimental evaluation of the DTI-Tree. DTI-Tree is an indexing method for interval-based discrete timelines similarity query based on Apache Spark. We performed an experimental evaluation of the DTI-Tree and compared it to the R-Tree in GeoSpark [33] . The R-Tree in GeoSpark was chosen because it provides the same properties as our approach that can index discrete interval data collections based on Spark. In addition, the family of R-Trees is still the most popular index structure that is used for general spatio-temporal data and is provided by platforms, such as Hadoop, MongoDB, Oracle, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Microsoft SQL Server, and more. An interval object will be treated as a two-dimensional point in R-Tree in our experimental evaluation. Furthermore, a timeline generator and two benchmark datasets will be presented in this experiment.
As mentioned in the previous sections, the timeline data are stored in HDFS. We use Spark (version 2.2.1) RDD to load the dataset from HDFS (version 2.7.3). Without special instructions, all of the experimental results were computed on a cluster, including five computers, as shown in Figure 12 . The HDFS name node, Spark master and index master are on the same node which is a workstation computer with the configuration of two 2.80 GHZ Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPUs, and 32 GB RAM. Each slave node is a computer which has 16 GB RAM, a 64-bit dual core i5 processor, and a 7200 rpm 1TB disk. It plays roles of the HDFS data node, Spark worker, and index slave. The client is a computer that has an Intel ® Core™ i7 processor and 8 GB RAM. The communications among the master node, the slave node, and the client are implemented by the Hadoop Remote Procedure Call (RPC) (https://wiki.apache.org/hadoop/HadoopRpc). We design two protocol interfaces, called MasterProtocol and SlaveProtocol, to support the communications. The operation systems of the cluster are all Ubuntu 16.04. All the algorithms are implemented by java (JDK 1.8.0_144) using IntelliJ IDEA 2017 (community edition). To test the performance of the index method, we develop a timeline data generator, called TimelineGenerator (https://github.com/ZhenwenHe/gtl_for_java/tree/master/src/main/java/gtl/ index/itree/TimelineGenerator), for generating the simulated random dataset, which fits for some special requirements. The random number generator used in TimelineGenerator is the UniformGenerator of Spark MLlib (https://spark.apache.org/mllib/). The TimelineGenerator belongs to the open source project gtl_for_java (https://github.com/ZhenwenHe/gtl_for_java.git) on GitHub. The TimelineGenerator generates various timeline test datasets by controlling the parameters that are listed in Table 4 . The first experimental dataset, named DS1, was generated by the TimelineGenerator with the default parameters. It has 10,000,000 timelines and about 55.6 million intervals. The dataset DS1 is about 0.7 TB and represents short timelines. The second experimental dataset, named DS2, was generated by the TimelineGenerator, with the parameters timelineMinLength = 50, timelineMaxLength = 100, and intervalAttachment = [5k,10k]. The dataset DS2 also has 10,000,000 timelines, but it has about 1.3 billion intervals. It is about 1.6 TB and represents the long timelines. Table 4 . Parameters of TimelineGenerator.
Parameters
Description maxTimeValue the maximum time value of all the timelines generated by generator, the default value is 0. minTimeValue the minimum time value of all the timelines generated by generator, the default value is 10,000.
timelineMinLength the shortest length of a timeline generated by generator, the default is 10.
timelineMaxLength the longest length of a timeline generated by generator, the default is 50.
intervalMinLength the shortest length of an interval generated by generator, the default is 2.
intervalMaxLength the longest length of an interval generated by generator, the default is 10. intervalAttachment the range of the attachment data size, the default is [1K, 2K] labelTypes the maximum types involved in the dataset generated by generator, the default value is 5. numberTimelines the total number of the timelines generated by generator, the default value is 10,000,000. outputFileName the generated timeline data file.
The experimental results of index construction performance test are shown in Figure 13 . The X axis is the number of timeline objects involved in the experiment. The Y axis is the time cost. The DTI-Tree and R-Tree were constructed with the number of timeline objects varying from 1,000,000 to 10,000,000. There are eight fixed partitions for running this test. The result shows that the DTI-Tree has higher construction performance than the R-Tree. The result also shows that the DTI-Tree has lower performance when it handles the long timeline dataset DS2. The reason is that the longer the average length of the intervals, the bigger the dataset, and the computation takes a longer time to construct the DTI-Tree. Therefore, it is better to implement the DTI-Tree construction by bulk loading of the dataset to reduce the Spark RDD construction time cost. The experimental results of insertion performance comparison by varying number of timelines are shown in Figure 14 . The X axis represents time cost, it is the average time for 100 times operations. The number of timelines varies from 1,000,000 to 10,000,000. The result shows that the DTI-Tree has higher performance than R-tree. In addition, the average length of the timelines affects the insertion performance. Because the TI-Tree manages all of the interval datasets, the leaf node map and empty leaf node list of the TI-Tree have a bigger size, while the Number of intervals increases. The insertion operations on the map and list will take more time. Another we can observe from the results is that the average time cost of deletion is slightly smaller than the insertion's. It is because that the empty leaf node list may be scanned when a new leaf node appears, and the empty leaf node list will involve every splitting in the process of insertion. However, there are not these operations in the process of deletion. There is only one case that the empty leaf node list will be add an element when the leaf node only contains one interval object, which will be deleted from the leaf node. Figure 15 shows the relationship between the average time cost of similarity query and the total number of timeline objects that are involved in each query. The number of timelines varies from 1,000,000 to 10,000,000 in DS1 and DS2. The DTI-Tree has better performance when it is indexing the short timelines dataset DS1. The main time cost of similarity query is to receive the intervals that are related to the query timeline. The major influenced factor is the leaf node map size in each TI-Tree. The more the intervals are, the bigger the leaf node map size is. The test result proves this deduction. To test the impact of the label types in the process of similarity query, we change the label types in DS1 from 5 to 25. If the query input timeline is same as Figure 15 , that is the query input timeline's label types is fixed, the results of DTI-Tree and R-Tree are shown in Figure 16 . The similarity query performance will slightly improve, because the RDD filter function can filtrate more intervals by label type equation to reduce the similarity computation in the later stage. However, if the label types of the input timeline for query increase with the DS1's label types, then the similarity query performance will not change or decrease slightly. In the other words, the impact of the label types is slight because the impact is mainly in memory computation. When comparing to the disk IO and network IO, the memory computation time is a little part of them. To test the influence of the partitions in the process of similarity query, we change the partitions from 4 to 32. The result is shown in Figure 17 . It shows that the similarity query performance will increase with the increment of the partitions. Whether the dataset is DS1 or DS2, the conclusion is right. However, the communication costs among the slaves increase as the number of slaves increases. It results in the slower performance growth as the slaves increase, as shown in Figure 17 . In summary, the experimental results shown in the figures from Figures 13-17 present that our proposed index structure, DTI-Tree, can efficiently process timeline similarity queries in distributed platforms and has higher performance than R-Tree in GeoSpark. The more partitions may improve the index performances and the index has scalability.
Conclusions
We investigated a novel problem of organizing and processing timelines in this paper. A distributed access approach name DTI-Tree for indexing timelines was presented. This index convers timelines into labeled intervals. The TIPS was proposed to support the representation and partition of the interval dataset for indexing timeline datasets. It fixes the deficiency of TDPS that is used in the TD-Tree and TB-Tree. The DTI-Tree are designed and implemented based on the TIPS. It consists of one T-Tree and one or more TI-Trees. The T-Tree is a virtual binary tree for indexing triangles. The TI-Trees are designed for indexing labeled intervals. All the root triangles of the TI-Trees are managed by the T-Tree. The T-Tree is running in the master node, while the TI-Trees are running in slave nodes. The communications between master and slave nodes are implemented by MasterProtocol and SlaveProtocol RPC interfaces. We employ the Apache Spark RDD to implement the DTI-Tree to achieve framework scalability. The timeline similarity formula was proposed in this paper, and the timeline similarity query was implemented based on the DTI-Tree. The experimental results show that the DTI-tree provides an effective distributed index solution to big timeline data and it has higher performance than Geopark's R-Tree.
In addition, we developed an open source timeline test dataset generator, named TimelineGenerator. It can generate various timeline test datasets for different conditions and may provide some benchmark timeline datasets for the future research. In the next study, we plan to use another distributed computing framework to replace the Spark RDD, and to handle bigger size timeline dataset on the Tianhe-2, which is one of the Top 2 supercomputers in the world.
